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~·sut~eon

wa'l ti~ct:u·re' Tciaay ·· ·
a time wheh technical training
and clinical experience were the
only well-accepted ingredients in
the training of surgeons.
He introduced into the training program the exposure to new
surgical techniques in the experimental laboratory. Some 33 former residents of his program are
professors or chairmen of departments of surgery.
He has done extensive investi.
gation in gastric secretion, peptic ulcer, and gastrointestinal
cancer. A book by Dr. Wangensteen is one of the most com-

Owen H. Wangensteen,
world-~:enowned surgeon and p~:o
fesssor emeritus of surgei'Y at
the University of Minnesota, is
.a. visiting professor of surgery
at the UNM School of Medicine
this week.
His lecture on cancer of the
alimentary tract is scheduled for
2 p.m. today at Veterans Administration hospital.
His visit is sponsored by the
department of surgery.
One of Dr. Wangensteen's major achievements was the initiation of a residency program at
the University of Minnesota at
Dr.
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Ribs
• Chicken
Beef
• Pork
Fresh Water Catfish
Hush Puppies

Hamburger
with F.F.

55¢
All Sandwich••
with
French FriH

TUESDAY lo THURSDAY
11 A.M. • 9:30 P.M.
FRIDAY lo SAWRDAY
11 A.M. • 12 P.M.
SUNDAY
NOON • 9:30 P.M.
CLOSED MONDAY

109 YALEBLVD., S.E.

247·8579

WANT ADS

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES:
4 line ad., 66t-4 times, $2.00, Insertions
must be submitted, by noon on day before
publication to Room 169, Student Publicationa Building, or telephone 277-4002 or
277-4102.
FOR SALE
REBUILT TRB. Call Kuehlthau, 243-2141.
12/G-20.
BOOK-FIND. Special 25% discount on all
new and used books. Visit the Bargain
Room-all books 50c. Records and prints,
too. 2610 Central SE, aero" from ,fohnson Gym.
MUST SELL: 1961i DKW convertible.
Economical, 25-80 mi. per gallon. $600.
Call after 6 p.m. 256-1997.
MOUNTAIN DULCIMERB-Hand made.
Easy to play. Call 877-4026 after 6 p.m.
ELECTRIC Sewing Machine with attachments. Beautiful dark wood cabinet.
Excellent condition. Phone 842·1028.
FOR RENT
PLACITAS, 2 bedroom all-electric Adobe
Home. Lease to mature couple. References required. Phone 267-2854, 12/15,
18, 20.
SERVICES
BABY-SITTER. References given, refer•
ences requested. One block from campus. Daytime only, weekly rates. Preschoolers but no diaper-age, please.
Nicki Shirley, 265-6869. 12/6·11.
TYPEWRITER Sales & Services, all
makes. 20 percent discount with this ad.
Free pickup and delivery. Open until 8
p.m. on Monday & thursday. E & E
Typewriter Service, 2217 Coal SE, Phone
243-0588.
PERSONAL
WE'LL PAY YOU TO HAVE FUN: Enthusiastic~ energetic junior or senior to
WTite chapter for student guidebook. Expenses and fee plus by-line and short
biography. Tell ua who you are immediately. Write: WHERE THE FUN IS,
U.S.A., Simon nnd Schuster, 630 Fifth
Ave., New York, N. Y. 10020
MOTORCYCLE accident-Will the witnes•
ses who. saw the car-mottlrcycle accident at Terrace and Central at 8 :30
a.m. Monday, Nov. 27th please contact
Eugene Smith at 277-5306.
"600-5,000-MILES OF FREE AIR travel
offered to students willing to aet as
campus representatives :for company organizing student tours to Europe. Write:
Student Wheels Aboard Program, 665
Madison Avenue, New York, N.Y.
10022" 12/13-18.
WANTED
WANTED: Ironing done in my homeExtra Nice. Phone 265-4195. 12/18-18.
LOST
MEN'S BLACK-trimmed gJasoes in black
ease in campus area. Reward offered.
0.11299-2687.
MEN'S WALLET, black. Poeeibbr in
Concert Hall. Desperately need I.D.'a!
CBII 242-0390. Stephen M. Part, 2608!,2
Central SE, Apt. A. No questions
asked I
OJ:i'E MALE, name unknown. Last aeen
at Shakey's Dec. 9, talking to girl in
orange dress. If found cBii 842-9878.
Must find. 12/13-U.

plete volufues on' intestinal ob- ' '
struction.
He is a past prr.sident of the
American College of Surgeolls .
and holds honorary doctoral de-'
grees froni · six· universities; lie
has been recognized by the Royal ·
College of Surgeons of England,
the Royal College of Surgeons
of Edinburgh, and the Norwegian
Academy of ·Science.
A former student of his, Dr.
Edward T. Peter, has recently
joined the faculty of the School ·
of Medicine in the department of
surgery.
He has joined in publication of
53 research papers, most of them
in cooperation with Dr. Wangensteeli, Dr. Peter's main investigations have been in gastrointestinal I'esearch.

·BEST
FOREIGN FILM OF
THE YEAR!

. "Astonishing; Bawdy
Fun! Bold and Bizarre !'~
-IIOSUY CIOmEI, N.Y. T~

"Beautiful and
stimulating! Exotic and
erotic!"
N.Y.Hirllt'irltl~e

. SHOWN
·AT·
.'9:05'

FOR MATURE
AllULTS ONLY

this ts"THE GROUP"

CHARLESK.
FELDMAN

"THE GROUP"
11IE &IRLS:

CANDICE BERGEN

as Lakey

JOAN HAGKETI
as Dolli•

ELIZABETH HARTMAN
asPriss

SHIRLEY KNIGHT
as Pollv

JOANMPEJTET
as Kay

MARY-ROBIN REDO
as Pokey

JESSICA WALTER
ulibby

IIATHLEEN WIDDOES
as Helena

COI.OI~IIII.UXE

Sun. 5 & 8 PM

Union
Theotre

Released lhru

UNITED ARTISTS

Presenting The Drinking Song for Sprite:

"ROAR, SOFT-DRINK, ROAR!"
{To the tune of "Barbara Fritchie"}

"

UNM t;tudents wanting to attend the Bill CosJ;Jy show Saturday night, Jan. 6, at Universit)Y
Arena will have an opportunity
to reserve tickets in advance at
the Concert Hall box office beginning tomorrow at 8 a.m.
Ken Gattas, Union activities
director, says this will give students who will be out of town
during the holidays a better
chance to get good seats, since
tickets go on sale Thursday to
the general public.
Gattas said students c11n bring
their money tomorrow and pick
up their tickets after Christmas
vacation. Student tickets are $4,
fS, and $2.
Cosby, a multi-talented humorist has built an entire revue
around his talents and tho~ of
the musicians, singers, and dancers in the troupe.
Cosby, once known only as a
stand-up comic, has won high acclaim for his acting ability, cal'J.'Ying off several TV Emmy awards.
His latest swing was into the
world of rock and roll with his
first singing album, "Silver
Throat.''
Appearing with Bill Cosby in
featured performances are the
Watts 103rd St. Rhythm Band,
Dolores Hall and Jackie Lee, in
addition to the other members of
the revue.
The show is being sponsored by
the Popular Entertainment Com·
mittee of the AIISOCiated Students.

H. Rap Brown Talk

From Coast to Coast
the Leader in serving
the Insurance Needs
of College Men

and Women
Fidelity Onion life

TOMORROW AT
MIDNIGHT

FILMS BY

KENNETH ANGER
Including - "SCORPIO RISING" • "FIREWORKS"
(KKK) 11 KUSTOM KAR KOMMANDOS"
"INAUGURATION OF THE PLEASURE DOME"
"Here is the wild-m'an of the movement and one of its
most creative craftsman." -Time Mag. Feb. 17, 1967
''The best known film, perhaps because it was the most
shocking was 'Fireworks', dealing quite specifica! ly
and openly with the then-forbidden theme of homosexuality •.• "Scorpio Rising" which probes the psychological
and socialogical roots of today's motorcycle gangs, has
a style and certitude about it, that is shared by precious
few of its underground contemporaries." Playboy, 4/67·
'

----·~-------------

Traditionally, a lusty, rousing fight song is
de rigeur for every worthy cause and institution.
But we wrote a song for Sprite anyway. We'd like you
to sing it while drinking Sprite, though this may
cause some choking and coughing. So what? It's all in
good, clean fun. And speaking of good, clean things,
what about the taste or Sprite? It's g~od. ~
clean. However, good clean things may not exactly be
your idea of jollies. In that case, remember that
Sprite is also very refreshing. "Tart and tingling "
in fact. And very collegiate. And maybe we'd bette;
quit while we're ahead. So here it is. The Drinking·
Song For Sprite. And if you can get a grou~ together
to'sing it--we'd be very surprised.
Roar, sort drink, roar!
You're the loudest sort drink
we ever sawr!
So tart and tingling, they
couldn't keep you quiet:
The perfect drink, guy,
To sit and think by,
Or to bring instant refreshment
To any ca~pus riot! Ooooooh-ijoar, soft drink, roar!
Flip your cap, hiss and bubble,
fizz and gush!
Oh we can't think
or any drink
That we would rather s;t with!
Or (if we reel ·likif loitel'ing)
to hang out in the stri t with!
Or sleep through English lit' with!
Roar! Sort drink!' Roar!
·e~~~=~~~lt!l1, SPRITE I
SPRITE. SO TART AND
TINGLING. WE JUST COULDN'T
J<EEP IT O!lmL.,

NEW MEXICO LOBO
Subscription Rates - $4.50 per year
$2.25 per semester

U. Students Elect
8 New Senators

ISpy's Bill
To Perform Here;
Advance Sole Set

SHOWTIMES:
2:20-3:50- 5:20-7:00- 8:30 .. 10:00.

A taped speech by H. Rap
Brown will be played at the
Students for Democratic Society meeting tonight at 8 in
room 231-D of the Union.
Brown is one of the most militant black power leaders in the
country. All interested students
are invited to attend.
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·women
does one
65;oiiili tt=. man na6cl. ~

2nd Law Lecture
Scheduled Friday
The second in a series of lectures by the UNM department of
law will be held Friday at 7 p.m.
in Geology 122.
Topics for the lectures will be:
"The UNM Retirement System," presented by Kenneth Davis, director of the educational retirement board;
"The UNM Insurance Program," presented by Ulric Patrick, from the office of the comptroller;
"Community Property Laws
and You," presented by Willis H.
Elils, assistant professor of law;
and
"The Social Security Program,"
presented by Terry Mori, professor of business education.
All interested persons are inJ
vited· to attend.

"rst Year of Editorial Freedom
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Because of his thorough involvement with the mystic
cults, because of his uncanny ability to express those
shocking, forbidden paradoxes we ·usually avoid facing,
because he is so in tune Y~ith a real aspect of contem•
porary society, because he is one of the best filmmakers
working today, you should see this rare showing of his
'most famous films.

· - - - - - · - - - - L -.......- -

NOW SHOWING-MATINEE
IN GORGEOUS
COLOR
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4 Topics Set

SHOWN AT 7:00

:----PLUS~----:-

-:

Eight new student senators
were elected Friday and five
others were chosen for another
term.

SENATOR ANNE KNIGHT (left) does some last minute cam·
paigning in the lobby of the Union Friday. Miss Knight a Senate
veteran. polled the most votes of any candidate in the winter election
to filll3 one-year terms in the 25-seat legislative body. 'nte other 12
posts will be up for grabs, along with major Assoeiated Students
offices, in the April elect~. Friday's election saw five incumbents
re-elected and eight new students elected to membership. (Photo by
Pawley)

.

Re-elected to another term were
Anne Knight, who led ;n the voting, Suzanne Ralls, Ray Schowers,
Ross Perkal, and Cleve Seamon.
New· members of Senate include Sterling Nichols, Barbara
Bennett, Mike Gortney, Barney
Paternoster, · Michael Cole, Rob·
ert Speer, Dale Fogelstrom, and
George Hiller.
Butch Witcher was the only
member of the Senate who failed
to win re-election, running last in
the list of 15 candidates.
A constitutional amendement
changing vote-counting procedures in the annual Associated
Students budget referendum was
passed. Abstentions will now be
recorded as abstentions. Previously they were counted as negati\'e
votes. The practice of counting
abstentions as negative votes
helped defeat the proposed budget in the first referendum last
spring. That budget, after ·revi.

sion, was later approved by students in a special referendum.
A second amendment requiring,...
a waiting period before newly
elected Associated Students presidents take office was defeated in
Friday's balloting.
The Lobo was informed by student government officials last
week that the first amendment on
the ballot would call for student
approval of the budget one item
at a time instead of a blanket
vote on all appropriations. Finance Committee· chairman. Coleman Travelstead said yesterday
that an ambiguity in the first
wording of the amendment caused
the confusion.
"This is not accepted 11rocedure in · referendum elections,"
Travelstead said. There is no pos. sibility of adding a single appro.priations clause to the budget approval procedure, he said.

Church Shows· Work
Of U. Artist Adams

Teacher-Aide Program Set:
A new classroom aide program
sponsored by the UNM Student
Education Association and the
Albuquerque Teacher Education
and Professional Standards Commission has been tentatively planned to give students more opportunity for teacb.inF·eJC,p:erie.nee•Dr. George Hirshfield, secondary education professor, said the
program would send 30-40 students into the Albuquerque publie schools for three to six hours
a week to serve as aides to teachers or departments and to do
some tutoring.
"The program is an attempt to
get some invol\'ement in the publie schoolg. It will be on a voluntary basis with no pay or credit
hours given. But we hope that if
the program is a success we can

Paintings of · Kenneth M.
Adams, late New Mexico artist,
will remain on display at the First
Unitarian Church through the
integrate it with one of our pre- lege of Education office and the holidays, with the exception of
liminary education courses and Union.
The program is open to . all Christmas Day.
possibly obtain funds to pay the
The show, at 3701 Carlisle NE,
UNM students interested in gainstudents," said Dr. Hirshfield.
will
be open weekdays from 9
"Many other systems in the ing classroom experience and is
not
limited
to
education
majors.
a.m. until 4 p.m. and from 9 a.m.
state are using similar programs
with the student teachers being
until noon on Sundays. The ex~
..,paid thrc:~Wh :federal funds,'' itS" JsT:mic Society
hibit wiii not be open on Satur- .
added.
days, and ~ill remain up until the" '
The
UNM
Islamic
Society
will
"The Albuquerque school ayetern approves of the plan and all show a movie on exotic Afghanis- end of December.
Adams was artist-in-residence
of the secondary and· elementary tan tonight at 7:30 in room 231
principals we've talked to are D-E of the Union. Dr. Shaft of at UNM for 26 years. His work
ready to go," he said.
department will also deals primarily with the land and
"Right now we are still in the
people of New Mexico.
formulative stage with everything depending on the response
of the university students."
After the Christmas recess
questionaires for students intereseted in the classroom aide program will be available in the Col-

Peace-Incentive to War
PARIS (CPS) - My French
friend was a little puzzled by
Dean Rusk's press conference recen'tly, and I thought l ought to
set him straight. After all, didn't
the Secretary say that we would
"subject this nation to mortal
danger" if we questioned the
credibility of the government? I
certainly didn't want that"
"How come Rusk says he is encouraged by the progress toward
peace at the same time that you
are bombing the hell out of Haiphong?" asked my friend.
"Why that's easy," I replied.
"I'm surprised at you. We lll'e
fighting in Viet Nam to make sure
Asia gets a lasting peace. So the
bombing is really a peace move,
but evidently the North Vietnamese are too short-sighted to
see that.'' I figured this would
satisfy him, since it bas satisfied
lots of Americans.
But with typical foreign tenacity, my friend pressed on.
"When Rusk says he wants reciprocity from the North if you
stop the bombing, what does he
meanT''
"Simple. If we stop the bombing we want the North to stop infiltration into the South," I answered confidently.
"But won't you still be infiltrating the North?" asked my friend,
clearly a Nervous Nellie.
"Of course. Whl\t's wrong with

'

~)

that?" I asked. After all, we've
got a commitment in Viet Nam.
"What I really can't understand,'' said my friend, "is that
Rusk calls the bombing 'the incentive for peace.' "
"Sure. Look, do you want to
let the North Vietnamese live
there comfortably for 40 or 50
years? I should hope not. As long
as we're bombing, there is an incentive for peace. If we stopped
the bombing, that would be an incentive for war," I answered.
"Wait a minute. You mean that
peace is an incentive for war and
that war is an incentive for
peace?" he asked.
"Now you're getting it. It's
really quite simple. As long as we
have wars, there's a chance for
peace. But when we have peace,
there's only the chance for war.
So, since everyone wants peace,
we've got to have war. That's why
we're fighting in Viet Nam," I
said enthusiastically.
"And in Bolivia and Chile and
Ecuador?" asked my friend cunningly.
' 10f course. Do you want to let
the South Americans live comfortably for the next 40 or 50
years? We've got to send Green
Berets down there to create some
incentives for peace/' I explained.
These French are so thick sometimes.
"But you don't even have treaty

commitments in Sou.th America,"
he said.
"Look, Buster, don't get funny
about' our treaty .contmitmenta.
Why, Secretary Rusk himself
sajd. 'If any who would be our
adversary should suppose that
our treaties are a bluff, or will be·
abandoned if the going gets
tough, the .result would be catastrophe for all mankind.' We don't
fool around when it comes to
keeping our word,"I answered
firmly.
.
"Then why didn't you keep your
word on the Geneva Accords of
1954 ?" he asked.
"That was a matter of national
security. AnyWay, we didn't actually sign the Geneva Accords,"
I said.
·
"You didn't sign a treaty with
South Viet Nam either," said my
smart-ntouthed friend.
"Look, do you want Communists in Asia? Do you want our
Pacific defense line to be broken?
Do you want to let those dirty
slant-eyed C hi n k o s get into
power? I'm beginning to think
you're a communist yourself!" I
snapped. I meant it to sting.
"I am, actually. It's legal to
be a communist in France. In
fact, it's legal almost everywhete
but the U.S.," he had the nerve to
reply.
·
Of course I walked away, and
we haven't talked since. I don't
feel comfortable around those
ful!zy-minded .peaceniks.
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ROYAL PURPLE feathers on a lavender backgrou~d with a theme
of love and reverence won Pam Parker the first pri~e in the annual
door decoration contest held in the dorms. Miss Parker's prize was the
grand sweepstakes honor. The winJler. is chosen on the basis of
originality and them~. (Photo by Pawley)
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~~o_.M_a~y~·~
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wh~t i~ 'needed/,: Sen~ Mt:e!liol~:;;

!~:~11it!t&~~tf~8dir~ctl~ur~

thei'r. own Senator~ and Repre.
sentatives to' tey' to ·get better
legil!lation and· funding for high.
e)."· education out .of Congress. ·
NASULGO · President· James
enaen, :Preaid.e'llt:: ?( qr,egoh! S~ate .·
University, said·. th~~ Impoj:ta~ce
and needs of higher education- ..
must be made cleaJi tQ the public. ·~
·· But before that can be . don~; '
· the administrators were· told,
. ·higher education m:ust end its. di-. .
vision over what form federa• as· ,
sistance ought to take. Kei'J." called for . more . discussion among. ·.
universities and said "the distinction between public and Private
institutions is out of date."
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;lip-~~-Te~ne Colora
ll!;lpidograph Pens
T-Sqq11r8$ ':"" llqcwd•
Drafting Tables . . . .
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"LAN.G~·LLjs·..·.·.
2510 Central S.E, .
·
Acress From Johnson Gym '
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1516 San Pedro NE

The Daily Double Lounge
Heritage Room
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tlie)rl P4ri .i1ip 1 elbt~in~te

··¥se l)f hallucinogeqic drugs, Tb'ey .·.· by !sa,yil\g.
believe new law.S. are. needed ·to · , t))~ .11\COnl!istency by Jpcreasing
enable the Federal Food and Drug the ..L$D ·penalties,. not lowering
WAS:alNGTON ...... Many Oon- Administration to control drugs those for marijuana. Still, howevgressmen have b.ecome concerued. more effectively, .
·
. er, tbe LSD bills al~e.a,dy in~o..·.::c.~l!gh.: ::;:Pe~s.s:: 1lio:e ~~~~ . . ·-~his .theory, however~ :may J10~ ·. , dl!.~ed, W:~~ld not.prov~de ·I?~~al~l.e!l, ..
· be endorsed by ·tbe FDS'.s top ad" · ~ as .stiff . as those ;f<~r: . ntaHUil~''
ing for· stronger ' laws against . ministrator, Dr;. Janies Goddai'd; . which nearJy all e~pe~ egret;~ · ·
drugs; particularly LSD.
. · ·DJ,". Goddard has. testified ·before· _lees h~rmtul. Persons. pQsse.ssmg
·Three bills. designed to reduce three Congressional committees·. pot ~ay receiv.e ~~~ to .10 )'e~rs
the use of .hallucinogenic drugs .recently that he ·thinks penaltie$ · m pr1eon ~nd a ·~0,000 fine for ~be
have been introduced in the .House. . toi- pQssession of marijuana do· . fil."st .:oft'ense. ~hetefore! .sP~~ .n~
The bills would make mere pos-' not serve as a deterrent to poten-· .. c(Jnsistency :'Vlll . remam .even if
session of LSD illegal except · tial users .. Although he did not the lJ~D leg~slat1on is, passed.
when the drug is prescribed by
take a direct stand on penaltie.s
duly licensed practitioner. Under . for pQsse~ing LSD, it would .
the existing law, it ·is not illegal seem the same theory could be
MR.
G's
PIZZA
for a .person to possess .LSD for
.
.
. .
his own consumption.
applied. ·
80
Minute
Delivery
Goddard told CQngrese LSD is
to the D()rms
The three bills, which ar~ r~~ far more dangerous than mari- ·
markably similar in intent, have juana, and it is. thus inconsistent
255·5381
been referred ~o the Committee that the penalties for smoking pot
on Interstate and Foreign Com- are far more severe than for takmerce. It is a foregone conclusion ing LSD, He recommended the inthat the committee will recom- consistency be reduced by lowermend the legislation favorably
It"
to
since 25 of the 83 committee mem- ing the marijuana pena Jes
hers joined in sponsoring one of make them similar to those now
the bills. It is unlikely there will applied to LSD.
be any significant opposition on
Many Congressmen, however,
the House floor or in the. Senate. have r!lsponded to the suggestion
Come in and select your Cliristmas
The key LSD bill was intro.Car4s from our .outstondingoalbums.
duced by Rep. Paul RogeJ."s (D·
Personal attention given every prqer.
Fla.) and co-sponsored by 24 of
stor'fl offers the largest sel~ion
Our
his colleagues on the "House Comof Hallmark Cards ill thls area.
merce Committee, including ChairMakers of Hanel MCHie
G!UiSHAM'S house of Hallmark
man Harley 0 .. Staggers (D-W.
Indian
Jewelry
Va.) The second bill was sub3501 Lamas NE
'255-4989
OLDTOWN
mitted by Reps. Florence P. Dwyers (D-N.J.) and Robert Dole
(R-Kans.), and the third by Rep.
J. Irving Whalley (R-Pa.)
Texaco
The first two bills, which are
Ttuc:k·
viewed as the most significant,
$5.98 .
refer to the illegal possession of
Now $5.55
depressant, stimulant, and halWith
Fill-Up
lucinogenic drugs and set Jlenal, _ _ _ _ _ of 10 gal.
ties up to $1000 and one year in
jail for the first offense. SubsequGoodyear Tires
ent offenses would be treated as
Tune-Ups
Batteries
felonies, with maximum penalties
of three years in prison and a
$10,000 fine. The bills, in effect,
apply the penalties which pre256-9972
GREEN
3001 Central N.E.
sently exist for illegal manufacSTAMPS
ture and distribution of dangerous drugs to possession of them.
Reps. Dwyer and Dole go a step
.
further than Rogers. In addition
to cracking down on possession,
their bill significantly increases
the penalties for the manufacture,
sale, or distribution of LSD and
similar drugs. The Whalley bill's
primary force is to make . it a
federal crime to possess LSD.
Congressmen supporting these
bills are accepting the theory that
providing severe penalties for pos·
• Glace Pineapple
session will be a deterent to the

Dancing -Thurs., Fri., Sat. Night
to

6614 Central SE

268-7763

Acrou from Fairgrounds

.,ackage Liquors
Tom and Dldc Allra1111, )'oUr haets

Pipp's Texaco

II

TRUMPETER HARRY JAMES aM his band, along with .vocalist
Joanie O'Brien, provided sweet music to accompany the soft lights of
the Union Ballroom Friday night at the Holiday Ball. The dance,
which was co-sponsored by the Union Program Directorate and the
Alumni Association, was an experiment to see if there is interest on
campus in big band dances, said Union Activities Directo~ Ken Gatta&
The Homecoming Committee this year scheduled the Tijuana Bra118
rather than a dance band on Homecoming Saturday, eliminating the
only dance ba:nd dance regularly held ·On campus (Photo by Pawley)

Trend-Setters

'New Cinema' Short: Films
Will Be Shown Tomorrow
A collection of brilliant short
films by internationally recognized directors will be presented
at 7:30p.m. Tuesday at the UNM
Concert Hall.
The films have played before
sell-out audiences in the Lincoln
Center in New York, the Los
Angeles County Museum, the
Ravinia Festival in Chicago, and
in university concert halls and
theaters across the country.
The "new cinema" showing will
include films by such directors of
the 60's (and 70's} as Richard
Lester, Roman Polanski, and
Francois Truffaut.
Films in the collection have
won prizes in the major European festivals. They represent the
significant trends of international
.
, .
cinema.
Concert Hall Director W1lham
Martin said the films are not to
be confused with the· underground
films, since the Arcturus Collec~

pornographic, and of prize-winning quality.
Nine of the films will be shown
Tuesday, Dec. 19, and another
time at a Concert Hall showing
Jan. 5.
Admission will be $1.50 for
adults and $1 for students. Tickets are available at the Concert
Hall box office.
Lester, an English director, will
be represented by his ten-minute
film, "The Running, Jumping, and
Standing Still Film.'' In the hil·
arious style of silent comedy,
Peter Sellers, and his "Goon
Show" troupe pursue their eccentric courses across the British
countryside.
The shortest film is the threeminute "Two Castles" by Bruno
Bozzetto of Italy.
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~eturning

But, though. they agreed on the His message seemed clear; the
need for federal funds, the edu- . Federal Government is not now
cators there were divided over . prepared to continue large inhow the money ought to be chan- creases in its support of higher
nelled and used.
education.
At a press conference, Clark
He did present three long-term
Candies
Kerr, former president of the goals, however, calling on the
University of California, said five educators to aim for their fulfillfrom
the
Kitchen
funding proposals are usually of- ment by 1976. The goals are:
of Thelma Lu's
fered : tax credits for parents and
Increasing the percentage of
5823
Lomas Blvd. NE
students paying tuition, general high school graduates who go on
265-7931
federal grants to the states, funds to college from one-half to twogranted directly to students, gen- thirds.
eral support grants for the uniEliminating all financial bar- .
varsities themselves, and grants riers to higher education for P~>'
for specific projects and pro- tential students from the poorer
grams.
segments of society.
Different groups support difMaintaining the ;present quality
ferent programs, Kerr said. In of higher education.
their legislative proposals NASULGC members favored the kind
Sen. Wayne Morse (D-Ore.)
of programs that give money di- told the conference about several
rectly to institutions. They op- areas-fellowships, building conLearn the Direct
posed tax credits and such direct struction, international educaand Thorough Method
student-aid programs as the pro- tion, and the teacher corps-in
.posed "educational opportunity which funds have been reduced or
of
bank.'' These programs, they felt, cut off by Congress. N ASULGC
would result in sharply increased director Thackery echoed Morse's
tuition fees.
pessimism.
Kerr predicted that a combina"It has not been a good year,"
tion of the various funding pro- he said, and the outlook for next
posals would eventually be im- year is "anything but good.''
A Series of
plemented.
Nor can higher education "Look
forward with any degree of comTwo Lectures
One combination was offered by placency .to a better time in the
Iowa's President Bowen. He call- future when the Viet Nam war
.
by Mr. & Mrs. R. Olson
ed for "minimal" grants to stu- will be settled, and the billions
Speaking for
dents, based on need, that would involved made available for other
allow them to get an inexpensive purposes," Thackery reported.
education close to home; loans "Now and for the next several
that would allow students to at- months, much of the activity in
on His Fascinating Technique
tend more expensive and distant and out of Congress with respect
to Expand the Conscious Mind
universities; and basic support to national legislation, and the
grants to institutions, based on advocacy of legislation, can best
rising enrollments and cost per be interpreted as a jockeying for
Monday, Dec. 18
student.
position against the time when
Sheraton Western Skies - 13400 Central S.E.
Though the educators say they the present war budget can be
Speciar Additional Lecture
need more· federal funds to meet substantially reduced.''
the needs of their students and
How can higher education hold
Tuesday, Dec. 19, 3:30 p.m.
keep charges down, the overn- itas own in that jockeying and
LOBO ARTS THEATRE
Donation $1.00
ment seems inclined to cut back also get more federal funds now?
Sponsored byr International Transcendental' Meditation Society
aid to higher education.
"You must take the facts to
In aa telephone
10-minute
speech
given y~o~u~r:.Jg~o~v::er~n~m~e~n~t:.._::a~n~d~fi~g~h:!'_t_f~o~r:_~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~!l·
over
hookup
Wednes:.
day, President Johnson told the
educators to seek more funds
from the state and private
sources. He noted that federal
support of higher education has
risen from 14 to 26% while state
su;pport has remained the sante.
and

Flying Home for the Holidays?
Going Skiing? Taos? Red River?
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College Presidents Discuss
Educational Money Squeeze
COLUMBUS, Ohio (CPS) When college presidents get together there are a number of subjects they can discuss-student
and faculty unrest, the need for
educational innovation, the campus and the war, and academic
freedom.
But one topic usually dominates
their deliberations: money. And
so it was when administrators
from the nation's largest universities gathered here this week for
the annual meeting of the Na-<. tional Association of State Univertities and Land Grant Colleges
(NASULGC). Russell Thackery
NASULGC executive director,
articulated the financial problem
at length.
In ~ strongly worded annual report, Thackery said that even the
idea "that society is the primary
beneficiary of the education of
its members"-the rationale for
public higher education-is being
challenged.
Thackery explained that this
threat to .public higher education
is coming from an alliance of "a
few people in private education"
who are in "sheer panic over
their own financial ;problems;"
"Federal and state officials caught
in the squeeze between tax resources and needs for public financing," and those "who will
support any argument to reduce
taxes for any ·purpose except protection of their persons and property."
In a strongly worded annual
report, Thackery said that even
the idea "that society is the prim·
ary beneficiary of the education
of its members"-the rationale
for public higher education-is
being challenged.
H. Edwin Young, president of
the University of Maine, said the
Federal Government must ;provide
the money because it has the taxing power that states lack. Howard Bowen, president of the University of Iowa, says the states
are bearing too large a share of
.,. the burden for higher education
and that federal funds must sup·
plement, rather than replace, existing sources of income,
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.Bus lflaves
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7:15 & 7:45
Patronize the
Albuquerque
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formed by various campus groups. Included among
the Christmu carol!! was an original eomPCJ8ition
by three members of Phi Delta Theta titled "Light
of Bethlehem." Over one thousand people attended
the song fest in the SUB's grand ballroom. It was
Las Campanas way of wishing every student a
very merry Christmas. (Photo by Pawley)
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Ride to the

LAMBDA CHI ALPHA and Alpha Chi Omega's
performance of "Christmas in Killarney" and
."O'Soalin" ~~n. them the first award at last night's
.annual song fest. This group performed in Irish
dress. Christmas carols ranging from the wen
known ones such as "0 Holy Night" to the lesser
known ones such as "Ukranian Carol" were per-
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~~7;ENTS TUXEDOS· .
ENTIRE OUTFIT
Includes Shirt, Cummer·
· bund, suspenders,
Handkerchief, Studs,

Cufflinks, Tie and
Boutonni•r•. $10.00

COAT and
tROUSERS

$6.50
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We Bring You The World•s
F;inest Peels & Glace Fruits
For FRUIT CAKE MAKING

f

• Lucious Re.d Cherries
• Golden Orange & Lemon Peels
• Glace Citron

,

Sale. 99< lb.

Reg. $1.19
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SUNDAY HOURS 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.

From Coast to Coast

the Leader in serving
the Insurance Needs
of College Men
and Women
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Fidelity Onion Life

Instant Credit available to responsible young
a d u I t s. No co-signers
needed I
Fill out the form to the
right and mail or bring to
the credit office. H you
wish, you may phone us . . . . - - - - - - - - - - -........-.
with the
information Name ••.••.• , • . . • . . • • . • • • Phone
needed to establish an Addreu .......... , .•. , . • . . Age ••.••.•.
account by calling 298- Permanent Address . • . . . . . • • Slate ••.•••
Bank
1831, Ext. 210.
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What We Got Heah .Is A
Failyuh to Cummunicate
Members of the Associated Students duly elected a new
batch of Student Senators Friday. They also voted on two
constitutional amendments, passing one and defeating one.
Defeated was. a prJ)posal to establish a waiting period between the spring elections and the time the Associated Students president-elect takes office. Presumably the waiting
period would have allowed the new executive time to get
oriented before taking office.
Voters passed an amendment which will allow abstentions
on the annual budget referendum to be counted as abstentions, rather than as negative votes as in the past. This is
fine, but voters had to decide on the spot-with no advance
information-whether they were for or against this proposal.
With all-too-typical Senate expertise, the chairman of the
Elections Committee told a Lobo reporter that the proposal
would change the budget-referendum procedure to allow
students to vote on each individual allocation rather than on
the budget as a whole. Thi1l is what we reported as the substance of the amendment.
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By JIM DINES
"Student government is not
responsible to the student." This
statement is ·often heard in the
Union, classrooms, open forums,
Greek houses, and 1·esidence halls.
Is there dissatisfaction with student government?
I think that my fellow students
are more than justified in their
dissatisfaction and even distrust
of student government. But where
does the problem lie and how can
it be solved? The problem is in
two areas: The quality of people
who operate the ~machinery of
student government, and the students who speak out but refuse
to make student government
responsible.

...

...

Law Dean to Speak To Freshman Class
"Dissent and Civil Disobedience" are the subjects of reading
materials to be discussed on Tuesday, Dec. 19, by Dean Thomas W.
Christopher of the UNM School
of Law.
Dean Christopher will be appearing as a critic in "ID III :
Introduction to Contemporary

American Thought," an experimental freshman course being offered for the first time this semester.
Interested members of the University community are permitted
to attend individual classes in
ID III, which meet in the Anthropology Lecture Hall at 9:30 a.m.

tasks more sincerely · and more
respo)lsibly.

*

* * *
In relation to our own situation,

programs for the University. Student government is composed of
members o:f the student body and
must be responsible to them.
The members of student government must realize that they are
in a very responsible position, one
which entails the allocation and
spending of a quarter of a million dollars and, most importantly,
student government in order to
justify its existence must contribute to the advancement of the
total educational progress of each
student.
When an organization receives
and spends a quarter of a million
dollars it should no longer operate like a high-school organization. The student government
members should approach their

*"

On the other hand, what part
should the student body play in
making these people more responsible and achieve more results?
If someone objects to a certain
policy or program, he should
criticize it constructively and attempt to chang-e or abolish it
through proper channels-become
an active inquisitor of student

The Rowan Column
A War Quiz: Did a

...

These areas are parallel and interconnected. An analogy of this
parallel would be .the intelligent
student who attends a college
which puts no demand on the. development of his intelligence.
Therefore, the student's mind, because of lack of pressure and his
own laxity, develops at a very
slow rate if at all. On the other
hand, the college constantly complains about the low quality of
student performance, but fails by
its own laxity to step up the demands on the student. The result is a stalemate with both
sides losing. · Is the student at
fault or is the institution guilty?
Both sides are wrong because
neither attempts to improve the
situation.

*

government and make them responsible, go prepared and organized to the people responsible for
your objection and talk with them
personally. It may be hard at first
to get results, but people will be- ·
gin to listen and will act or be
replaced.
If you have problems getting
in touch with the people with
whom you want to talk, please
contact me and I will do everything possible to help.

Kennedy or a Johnson
Say That?
By CARL T. ROWAN
WASHINGTON-So you're convinced we wouldn't be this deeply
involved in VietNam if John F. Kennedy were still President?
So Sen. Robert F. Kennedy impressed you when he said President
Johnson has veered away from the policies and philosophies of his
brother?
So you figure you know exactly where Bobby Kennedy stands on
matters of war and peace, as against Mr. Jobnson'!
Well, this is quiz day. I offer below a sampling of quotations from
the three gentlemen. See if you can match the man to the remark.
On commitments to resist communism:
"· , . We are determined to honor our commitments and are prepared to meet force with force if it is used against us.'' -

.. * •

"Nearly all Americans share with us the determination and intention
to remain in VietNam until we have fulfilled our commitments. There
is no danger of any division-in this chamber or in this country-now
or in the future-which will erode American will and compel American
withdrawal.''" . . . We have a promise to keep .•. and I intend to keep that
promise. To dishonor that pledge, to abandon this small and brave
nation to its enemies, and to the terror that must follow, would be
an unforgivable wrong.''.
The first quote is JFK; the second, Bobby; the third, Mr. Johnson.
On the danger of appeasement and dissention:
"· , . If there is one path above all others to war, it is the path of
weakness.''-

"' * •

"Our opponents are watching to see if we in the West are divided.
They take courage when we are. We must not let them be deceived or
in doubt about our willingness to maintain our own freedom.""The central lesson of our time is that the appetite of agression is
never satisfied. To withdraw from one battlefield means only to prepare for the next.''The quotes, in order, are from JFK, JFK, and Mr. Johnson.
On critics in the U.S.:
"There are others who cannot bear the burden of a long twilight
struggle . . • They want some quick and easy and final and cheap
solution-now . • . On the one hand are those who urge upon us what
I regard to be the pathway of surrender , •• on the other hand are
those who urge upon us what I regard to be the pathway of war."" .•• We don't stop the publication of any papers. We don't fine anyone for something they say. We just appeal to them to remember that
they don't have the privilege at the moment of being out there fighting
and please count to ten before you say something that hum instead
of helps.''-

* * •

"I think there is a point to the demonstration in front of the Washington monument, the people disagreeing with our position in Viet
Nam ..• but when it gets to violence and when it gets to walking
around and committing acts of terrorism, and when it gets to not permitting another person to speak, as they have not Vice President
Humphrey or Secretary Rusk, I think it is a very, very bad mistake.''These quotes are, in order, from JFK, Mr. Johnson and Bobby,
Maybe you can determine from this sampling who is a peacelover
and who is a warmonger, but I can't. Perhaps all it proves is that one
ought not make too much of what politicians say.
·

~
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By GREG MaeALEESE
Once upon a time Christmas
was my favorite time of the year.
Yet as I get older, I find that the
Christmas spirit has begun to
pall. ~e whole thing really had
me hung up so last week I set out
to discover what other UNM students thought about Christmas,
Santa Claus and the whole bit.
"Do you know what Christmas
· is?" one of them said to me accusingly. "It's a communist plot
to take over the world. I mean,
look for yourself-it's no coincid·ence that Santa's home is at the
North Pole, a few· reindeer hops
away from Moscow. Why doesn't
he live at the West or South Pole,
like any loyal American?"

*

*

*

"I was unaware there was a
West Pole,'' I interjected.
"Yes there is," he replied. "We
have our headquarters there.
"And why do you think Santa
wears a red suit, has apple-red
cheeks and drives a red sleigh led
by a red-nosed reindeer? Man,
these commies will go to any
length . • . I think we should use
one of our new anti-missile missiles to blow him out of the sky
this Christmas. Then we will be
rid of the threat of a communist
takeover New Year's Eve when
everyone is caught with his pants
down.''

*

*

*

Another saiil to me: "Santa
Claus? Sure I know him. He's a
sex m.aniacl Yeah, that's right ...
I mean, if you climbed down chimneys instead of coming in the
front door, you'd be a pretty suspicious-looking cat, wouldn't you?
"Why, I bet you that Santa
Claus has been involved in more
paternity suits than any other
man in history. That's what keeps
the old s.o.b. coming back each
year. Haven't you asked yourself
just what the hell he finds so
funny at 2 in the morning ••• ho,
ho, ho-ing when it's 10 below
zero?"

*

*

*

By this time I was sorry I had
started the whole thing, when
who should come along but the
highly-re~pected politician-doctor,
or is it doctor-politician? Well,
anyway, along came Doctor redwhite-and-blue-stars- and- stripes
forever. Being an old friend of
the doctor, I rushed over to him
and asked him his position on
Christmas.
"Well, I'll teU you .•. I've gone
through 46 Christmases and I've
enjoyed every one of them. Why,
Santa Claus is a personal friend
of mine and believe me, he is doing a good job.''
The doctor was interrupted by
a sign-carrying student . • • you
know who I mean, Bill-for-a
peace, I mean Bill-for-peace, who

said "Doctor, what is your stand
on civil rights during Christmas?"

*

*

*

"Gosh, I always get a good suntan duri~g the Christmas !>llason,"
the doctor replied.
"What I mean, Doctor," Bill
said, "is why should a black man
believe in a white Santa Claus?
How can a black child play in
white snow? If we really believe
in equal rights, we must have
black snow for black children."
"I always get a good suntan ..."
"Doctor, you're evading the
question. Have you ever seen a
black Santa Claus?" Bill asked.

*

*

*

"Why no, I guess I haven't, the
doctor said, "but he loves his reindeer and any man who loves reindeer can't be all bad.''
I left the doctor and Bill while
they continued their running debate on Christmas-and other
things-and started back to the
office. On my way, I spied a young
girl walking along with an armful of presents. I had to talk to
her.
"Say, young lady, do you believe in Santa Claus?", I asked.

*

*

*

"I certainly do," she answered.
"How about you, mister, have you
heard about Santa Claus?"
"Of course," I replied. "He
spreads Christmas cheer throughout the world.''
"I know that, stupid,'' she said.
"What I mean is, have you heard
that Santa Claus is tuned in and
turned on at the North Pole? This
year he's gonna give all the bad
kids in the world LSD • . . and
make them go on a bad trip. Neat,
huh?"

UNM Art Museum
Sets Holiday Hours
The UNM Art Museum will be
open from 9 a.m. until 5 p.m.
today through Thursday, and on
both Christmas Eve and New
Year's Eve from noon to 5 p.m.
These dates will be among the
last chances to see the special
collection of Italian Renaissance
drawings sponsored by the Committee to Rescue Italian Art. Proceeds from the 50-cent admission
charge, ohe sale of the exhibition
catalog and any special contributions will be used in the restoration of art, and manuscripts damaged by the 1966 floods in Italy.
UNM students, faculty and
staff will be admitted to the exhibit free.

Merry Christmas-to
Everyone
Dear Editor:
The Ad-Hoc Committee to See
Equal Holiday well-wishing would
like to draw attention .to the fact
that Happy Chanukah · decorations are being put up. In several
places we were asked to remove
them.
Merry Christmas and Happy
Chanukah to our "Christian"
friends who are practicing their
brotherhood this season.
A special Merry Christmas to
the Fine Arts Center with its
beautiful trees .. and no Chanukah
wishes.
Peace On Earth and Good Will
to All Men.
Stephen M. Part
Ann Steinmetz
Gloria Frym
Marty Chrenshaw

Garrison Criticized
Dear Editor:
I was greatly ditjappointed with
the lecture given Thursday night
by New Orleans District Attorney
James Garrison. I entered the lecture hall with great enthusiasm
having read several articles in
reputable magazines (including
the New Republic and the New
York Review of Books) defending
his investigation, and as a result

~
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Letters

lQue Pasa?
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Letters are welcome, and
should be no longer than 260
words typewritten, doubl!!
spaced. Name, telephone number and address muet be included, although name will be
withheld upon requt!llt.

became one of his many converts.
After hearing him speak, however, I have developed serious
doubts as to his capabilities and
intentions to effectively investigate the "conspiracy to murder
}'resident Kennedy.'' I realize that
all was not right with the Warren Commission report and that
there are many mysterious things
that went on in Dallas and New
Orleans connected with this murder that have been concealed or
ignored, but what I am concerned
about most are Mr. Garrison's
motives, ulterior or otherwise. ·
What I think I saw and heard
last night 'was a. man, a very
shrewd man, who used his audience to his own full advantage,
He was a skillful orator, very
articulate, with a Gregory Pecklike timbre to his voice. But he
used one very interesting and
deceptive oratorial technique in
gaining his audience's confidence
and that is the grabbing, personal
technique of "you, (the audience)
the great American people, etc.''
The thing that cooled me most,
though, was his rather flippant
use of the word "fascist" and his
near-libelous statements or implications which he made about the
present administration. Under all
the grandiose oratory and apparent rationality I sensed a tinge of
a fanatic who is carrying out a

CaUing U
MONDAY: College of Nursing; Union
253; 1 p.m.
The Forum; Union Theater; 3 p.m.
Panhellenic Council; Union Council
Room; 3 :30 p.m.
Deans and Department Chairmen;
Union 250-C; 4 p.m.
Student Standards Committee ; Union
253; 4:30 p.m.
Centor for Community Action Services;
Union 231 A-B ; 6 p.m.
Alpha Kappa Lambda; Union 250-D:
6:15 p.m.
To"!)l. Club: Union Council Room; 6 :80
p.m.
Town Qlub Pledges; Union 25D·C; 6:80
p.m.
Alplta Kappa Lambda Alethians; Union
250-B; 7 p.m •
:Phl Gamma Delta; Union N. Ballioom;
7 p.m.
S.D.S. ; Union 281-D ; 7 p.m.
Committee on the University; Union
231-E; 7:80 p.m.
Latin American Lecture Series : Don·
aid Tailby, "Bolivia, A Land Against
Itself"; Union Theater; 8 p.m.
Phi Gamma Delta Pledgee; Union 129;
8 p.m.
UNM Basketball: Loyola of LA; Uni•
versity Arena; 8 :05 p.m.
'
Alpha Tau Omega; Union 250-E; 8:80
p.m.
Studsnt Lobby; Union 253 ; 8:30 p.m.
TUESDAY: Educational Service Center; Union 250-C, D, E; 8 :30 p.m.
School of Medicine Luncheon ; Union
281·A; Noon.
Senate Finance Committee: Union
Council Room ; 2 :30 p.m.
Junior Panhellenie; Union 250-B; 3 :30
p.m.
Las Campana$: Union 250-B; 6 :30 p.m.
COncert Hall Experimental Film : Cinema I ; <:oncert Hall; 7:30 p.m.
Program Directorate Dance: Union
Ballroom ; 8 :SO p.m.

personal v~ndetta to avenge the
death of "his President" and discredit "his President's" successor.
All I ask is that we, as intelligellt and, r!i!flPOnsible citb:ens, think
carefully about what Garrison
says, what Lane says, what the
press says, and what the federal
government says because. I am
sure there app~ars much more
gray in the picture than in the
black and· white on.e that was presented to us last night. We must
remember that this tinge of
fanaticism in Garrison's .approach
can be just as dangerous to the
concepts of free thought and individualism as the so-called "fascism" of the present administration,
David S. Wolpert

CAMPUS LAUNDRY
and CLEANING
Coin·op !try-Cleaning
· and laundry
Open 8 AM·B PM
Counselor Always on Duty
2106 Central S.E.
247-0836

THE STUDENTS
WHO REALLY SAVE MONEY
Jf'' ON TIRES DO IT AT •••

~~~
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NATIONWIDE
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6 ALBUQUERQUE STORES AND
SANTA FE

Chaparral Apartments

WEDNESDAY:
Extension
Division
Nurses Exams; Union 821 A-C, 253; 8
a.m~

AWS; Union 231 D-E; 3:30 p.m.
NSA; 253 ; 7 p.m.
Lobo Christian Fellowship ; Union 231·C ;
7:80 p.m.
Christmas Recess Begins; 10 p.m. ;
elassee resume Jan. 4.
THURSDAY: Extension Division Nurses Exams: Union 231 A-C, 253 ; 8 a.m.
FRIDAY: UNM Basketball; Creighton
University; University Arena; 8 :05 p.m.
DEC. 22-25; Union Closed

Patronize Lobo Advertisers

• No rent 'till '68
• Immediate occupancy in just com..
pleted large 1 bedroom apartment
• Beautiful Mediterranean furniture
• Wall to wall carpet
• Lovely kitchen with disposal and
avacado colored stove. refrigerator
and dishwasher
• Recreation room-Laundry facilities
e Buzzer security system
• Convenient to University and Downtown
• Utilities paid-8orry no pets
$125 and $130

521 Spruce SE
Phone 243-2885 or 243.0706

JANUS FILMS PRESENTS THE ARCTURUS COLLECTION
DIRECT FROM NEW YORK'S PHILHARMONIC HALL

a collection of brilliant short films
by the directors of the 60's (& 70's)
EXPERIMENTAL
FILM
SERIES
I

PROGRAM NO. 1

U. Gets Study Grant

Enter Hamlet Fred Mogubgub, U.S.A.
Renaissance Walerian Borowczyk, Poland
Les Mistons '67 Francois Jruffaut, France
Running, Jumping, and Standing Still Film
Richard Lester, ·England
Two Castles Bruno Bozzetto, Italy
The Fat and the Lean Roman Polanski, Pnl:~nd
Corrida lnterdite Denys Colomb de Daunant, France
Allures Jordan Belson, U.S.A.
Ia Jetee Chris Marker, France

For Ocean Research

THE CONCERT HALL- TUES., DEC. 19
Adults $1.50, Faculty-Staff $1.25
Students $1.00

Christmas Special!
Clean, Oil & Adjust
Portable T.w. $9.00
Standard T.w. $12.00
Tox Included
P(U$ Parts

Gift
for your parents

TRIANGLE LOUNGE

E& E Typewriter
••• Boy, he's got baaad breath!

Central at Girard NE
Guaranteed 30 Minute Dorm Delivery

Service - SOits - Rentals

2217 Coal S.E.
•

j

. 243-0588
>

'

'•

T

'

'

255-5381

,·

:«·:·:·:·,'>··=<·=·:=::-:<: ::;,:w,;,;;,.;.;.;c,;: ".'""""'''''' :m=: ;;:,:·:::··:</.:m:;

7:30 P.M.

An attempt to chemically simulate in the laboratory an ocean
system is being provided by a
research grant to UNM from the
American Chemical Society.
The grant is entitled "GypsumAnhydrite Nucleation Kinetics"
and research will be conducted by
Dr. Edgar Cruft, an associate
professor of geol!lgy.
The grant is for $13,087 and
will be of 18 months duration,
from February, 1968, through
August, 1969. Dr. Cruft will be
assisted in the research by a graduate student assistant.

-La Dolce Vita-by Frank Jacome
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But when students went to the polls; they were given in- the people in student government
formation sheets explaining that the proposal would allow are qualified, but often after a
short period of enthusiasm and
abstentions to be counted as abstentions rather than as interest fall into stagnation. But
negative votes.
also, the student body, following
This sort of thing happens less and less often, but is worth periods of actively voicing their
for or against student
noting when it does. Previously The Lobo had become accus- opinions
government, fall into the same
.r:·tomed to getting inaccurate information from authoritative stagnation.
Here again we ask who is right
· sources, printing that information, and then getting blasted
and
is wrong. An answer in
for inaccuracy. But through a joint effort by both the Senate favorwho
of either side would be like
and The Lobo, we have reduced such incidents to a minimum. the pot calling the kettle black.
My idea is that all the energy
In short, we've become spoiled because spokesmen for the
being
spent arguing who is right
Senate and its groups are now giving us accurate informaor
wrong
should be channeled into
·
tion.
constructive criticism and future
With such a record, it's too bad when misinformation does
get into print. We hope all the new senators will remember
this when contacted for information. If a senator who supposedly knows about his own group's programs gives us the
wrong information, the students and the Senate-not The
Lobo-suffer.

.

A Challenge to Critics of
Student Government

I '

N.l!.lw: MEXICO

-A SUBSCRIPTION TO THE-

NEW MEXICO LOBO
$4.50 for one year
$2.25 for one semester
(a Christmas card announcing the gift subscription will be mailed to recipient)

Mpndi'Y• D.eeember 18,1967

.Lobo Basketb~ll in Photos ,by
Bob Pawley-- See Story Page 8
.·
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To Run Streak to Six King Sees 'Toughest' Contest So Far
I;

New Mexico goes after its
turnovers within three and a half seventh win of the year tonight
~U,i'?-y~es. to all but defeat its own .against a tough Loyola of Los

By WAYNE CIDDIO

. ·<New Mexico combined
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H~wan Nelson
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an ~4-75. VIctQrY" over a scra.thblm.g
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Arena Saturday mght.
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Nelson 11cored a career h"igh of
30. points. on 11 field goals and
eight free throws to lead the
Lobos to their sixth straight win
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Lobo photographer Bob
Pawley caught this action
page of both the players and
cheerleaders performing at
the Lobo-Hawaii game Sa.tur~
day night.
The Lobos won the basket•
ball game 84-75, but the
Hawaiian cheerleaders won
the battle of the yells over
the UNM Chaparrals who
admitted having on too many
clothes to compete with the
girls from the islands.
The .Rainbow cheerleader~
presented UNM with ~e
pineapples shown on thts
page. The< New Mexico school
re~:»lied with a lei :made of
native red chills.
The girls from the U of H
were on their way to UNM
with wild orchids also, but
they were misplaced by the
airlines in route to Albuquerque.
Also in the pictures are
action shots of the basketball
game and of the UNM bench
during a time-out. The Lobo
cheerleaders are aJso featured in one picture.

seemed to
have little effect on the Rainbows,
however, as they jumped off to a
quick 8-5 lead and gave the Wolfpack a scare in the opening moments of play.
Four field goals by Nelson, two
more by Ron Sanford, and a short
jumper by Ron Becker built up a
20-11 Lobos lead that Hawaii was
never able to overcome.
The Lobos never increased the
margin by more than 10 points
throughout the first half, but consistent scoring from Nelson,
Becker, and Sanford and frequent
trips to the charity stripe kept
the Islanders at bay.
The Lobos made good on 24 of
35 free throws during the game.
Hawaii closed the gap to 40-37
late in the first half on two driving layup~ ~Y Rainbow standouts
Fred Smith and McKinley Rey~
nolds, but Sanford completed a
three-point play after being fouled
under the Lobo basket to make
the score 43-37. Hawaii came
storming back to pick up the last
basket of the half, and the Lobos
took a precarious four-point lead
into the locker room.
Hawaii came battling back in
the second half and closed the gap
to two points on three different
occasions. But every time the
Rainbows posed a serious threat
they threw the ball away and
Nelson popped it in. The Lobos
could have had a more pleasant
evening if they too had not displayed some less-than-impressive
ball-handling.
Greg "Stretch" Howard backed
up Nelson with 18 points, mostly
on ballet-like bank shots from inside the key. Howard, Sanford,
and Howie Grimes grabbed 27 reHAWAII
Smith
Ash
Harmon
Caldwell
Hulm

llltte

O'Neil
Rentolds
TOTALS
NEW MEXICO
Nelson
Sanford
Decker
Howard
Grim..,
Shropshire

.

Fg-a Ft-a
8·17

1·5
5-10
8-11
6-14

1-1
8·5

4-7

4·5
Z.2
0·1
0-1
8·5
ll-0

1•1

1·1

Rlt PI Tp
2 3 20
2 4 4
0

3

a

3
3

3

81·64 13·20 26

Ji'u-a

Fl.a

5·10
6·10
5·7
1-5
8-7

5-7
2·5

11·18

8-9

8-9

a

10

4 6
3 15
2 2
2 2
1 '/

24 75

Rb PI Tp
8

11
3
8

3 30

1 15

4 12
4 18

1-3
9
2 a
0·2
5 2 6
Lopl)7;
M
0·0
0 0 0
TOTALS
30..08 24-86 44 16 84
Score at halftime: New Mexico 48.
Hawnil89,
.Attendance: 8100.

bounds between them, one more
than the entire Hawaii team, to
give the Lobos a 44-26 victory on
the boards.
Perhaps the fastest action in
the game came in the last four
minutes of play. With the score
72·63 in favor of UNM, Hawaii's
Smith was called for traveling
and Nelson immediately fired in a
long jumper from outside the key
to make it 74-63. Hawaii brought
it back down court and closed the
gap to '14-65.
.
A frel! throw al\d a layup cut it
74·691 but Hawaii recorded five

flared momentarily, but Reynolds
left the game with four personals
and Howard and Sanford controlled the boards in the last minutes,
The Lobos once again put forth
a balanced scoring attack and
had four men in the double figures.
Besides Nelson's 30, and Howard's
18, Sanford had 15, and Becker
12. The Lobos hit 51.7 per cent
from the floor and i38.6 per cent
from the three-throw line to keep
the sparse crowd of 8100 on its
feet much of the game.

Willie Long leads
Frosh To Victory
Amazing Willie Long scored 45
points to lead the UNM freshman
team, the Wolfpups, to a 91-84
win over West Mesa Radar Station Saturday night. The game
was preliminary to the UNMUniversity of Hawaii contest.
Long was three points shy of
his 48-point-per-game average,
but repeatedly teamed up with
5'9" gUard Ed Gibson to keep
West' Mesa well out of reach dttr·
ing the first half. The Wolfpups
led 51-40 at halftime, but the second half was a different story,
West Mesa rallied behind team
captain Tom Mattocks to take a
62-59 lead midway in the second
half. Long picked up his fourth
foul early in the half and was
forced to abandon his usually aggressive defensive game. .Long
continued to dominate the boards
and ended the evening with 17
rebounds.
Wolfpup forward Fred Grawe
providl!d the outside scoring
punch, hitting from far outside
the key in several clutch situa·
tions. Grawe had 19 points to
take the runner-up spot in UNM's
scoring. Mattocks was high man
for West Mesa with 37 points.
The win was the fifth straight
for the Wolfpups in regular competition. Earlier in the season,
the freshman beat West Mesa by
more than 20 points. The Wolfpups will meet New Mexico Military Institute, a team they defeat~
ed in their first game, tonight at
University Arena.
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Con~

Coast Athletic
· Ll!ading the Lion attack is 6'1"
guard Rick Adelman who sat out
much of the game against the
Sooners after he picked up three
fouls in the opening six minutes
of the game.
Coach John Arndt has seven
returning seniors and hopes he
will have good bench strength all
season with strong juniors and
good sophomores.
Xing aays that the Lions will
be the toughest team the Lobos
have faced in their six outings
this season.
King made the comment after
the Lobos scrambled past Hawaii
Saturday night. He said then that
the Rainbow team was the toughest to date and that the Loyola
team was even rougher.
. Despite numerous Lobo mistakes, King was not displeased
with the performance of the Wolfpack against Hawaii. He said the
execution had improved and the
Lobos had a big margin on the
boards in rebounds.
Tonight will be the last game
the Lobos play before semester
break, but five more games are
remaining in the long Lobo homestand that ends with Air Force
Jan. 3.
After the Lobos tangle with
Loyola they must face sometimes
tough Creighton Saturday night.
The Wolfpups play New Mexico

..

L; .

A lecherous fellow called Pops
At wooing the ladies was tops;
They'd love him to bits
When he'd buy them a Schlitz
And give them the kiss of the hops.
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'Holidays Are Fun
And Fun is Food at
'
Bob's- Got the Finest
When the Holidays
Hit .Ya' Heart
The Heart hits
the Hunger
Dine at Bob's
and Have a Burger

JH[ MIGHf! 1.410W

I

298-1828

·~~~~~~~iii~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~;·~~

in
double
figures
in. the game . J
played
at Los
Angeles,
Last · season Loyola tinisbed
with a 16-10 won-loss record and
finished second in the Rlways

, ;~~:;ce~~~~-
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EDITOR
NOOLEV REINHEARDT

Lake· City•. The delay

I

.
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Military tonight in the 5:50_ P•n!·
preliminary · g!lme. They ·beat:
NMMI at Rosw.ell in their• tii·st

: .· , . moved
..
Angeles Arena.
team at
: :. · ;Jirilwaii
to · \Vithn six . evrsity
. · · 8:05
· at Uni- r
·poihts,. g().H, within 23 seconds
A Lotio win· would also give '
head coach atBob
Xing
victory
. left in the ballgame, but Nelson .number
UNM
against
3!)
dropped in two free throws and losses. 100
Grimes drove the length of the
The Loyola Lions are fresh.
court to put in a layup. at the from a •94_76 trouncing of Okla\luzzer for the final 84-75 spread.
homa Saturday night. Against
Board and Reynolds of Hawaii ou the Lions put three players

· wa.~ de- de:t
waged
battleduring
of the most
elbows
ip· The
·as m1;my
.start outings.
of the gam.e.
the aboards
of unthe
layed :for over· an hour when bad second half with the shorter Reyweather almost prevented Hawaii nolds forcing Howard to the outfrom getting a flight out of :Salt ,side· much of the time. Tempers
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MR. G's PIZZA
IS BACK
Now At The
Triangle Lounge
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Don t laugh at
Charles Van der Hoff 1 s
big ears. He can hear·
a party a mile away,
thanks to Sprite.

Lobo Sports Editor

'•

I!On G)'lll.

MUST SELL: 1966 DKW convertible.
Economical, 25-l!O mi. ller II'BII!Jn. $600,
CaD afte~ 6 P.m. 266-1997.
MOUNTAIN DULCIMERB-Hand made.
Easy to play. Call 877-4026 after 6 p.m.
ELECTRIC Sewing Machine with atlachments. Beautiful d&l'k wood cabinet.
llll<:cellent condition. Pllone 842·1028.
FOR RENT
PLACITAS, 2 bedroom all-electric Adobe
Hotl)e. Lease to mature couple. References requ,ired. Phone 267·2864, 12/16,
18, 20.

SERVICES
BABY.SI'l'TE&. References given, references l'equested. One bloek from campus. Daytime onlY, weekly rates. Preschoolers but no diaper-age, please.
Nicki Shirley, 265·68611. 12/6-1L
TYPEWRITER Sales 4 S.."icea, all
makes. 20 percent diacount with this ad.
Free plclmJ) and delivery. Open until 8
p.m. on Monday ol: thursday. E 4 E
T:n>ewrlter S..rvice, 2217 Coal SE, Phone
248-0588.

'

PERSONAL

WE'LL PAY YOU TO HAVE FUN: En·

thusiutlc, enera-etle iunlor or senior to
write chapter tor student II'UidoiKJolt. EJ:.
and fee plus b;r-Une and ohort
blotrrapby, Tell uo wbu :rou are immediately. Write: WHERE THE FUN IS,
U.S.A., Simon and· SchUlter, 6ll0 Fifth
Ave., New Yol'k. N. Y, 10020
MOTORCYCLE accident-WID the wltneaHI who . .aw the C&MDC>torc;rcle accident at Terrace and Central at 8 :ao
..m. Monda:v, Nov. 27th pJeue contact
Eua'ene Smith at 277-li306.
"&00-&,CJOO.:MILES OF FREE AIR travel
olt'~ to otudenlll wlllinc to act as
campus ftPMielltativea for eompan:r ornnblna" student 1oura to EllrQpe. Write:
student Wheell Aboard PlWl'UII, li&5
Jladlaon Avenue, New YCil'k, N.Y.
. 10022" 12/18-18.
WANTED
SOMEONE TO DRIVE 1116& Valiant •ta·
tion wagon with good •nowtirea tv San
Franciaeo area, preferablY Palo Alto.
Call as soon as PDaaible, mWit fly out
llcmd&;l'. 299·9006.

WANTED: Ironinlf done In m:v homeExtra Nice. Pbune 265-C196, 12/18-18'.
LOST
liEN'S BLACK-trimmed 11laaaea in black
cue in campuo &n!&. Reward otrered.
Call 299·2687.
MEN'S WALLET, blac:k. P ...II:>Iy in
Concert Hall. Desperately
.LD. 'II
Call 242.0390. Stepben .M. Part. 2608~
Central SE, Apt. A. No questions
asked!
ONE MALE, name unknown. Lut ...,..,
at Shakey'• Dee. 9, talking to lrirt In
orange d....,, 11 fonnd c&ll 842-9178.
JI(Uit find. 12/13·14.

n-

The number of University of
Hawaii fans in New Mexico increased each time the school's.
three cheerleaders led a yell Saturday night.
Late Saturday a segment of the
UNM male population started
circulating a petition al:lking that
the Hawaiian cheerleaders be
scheduled once or twice a year
for a five-year period.
A final clause in the petition
said that the basketball team
could come also if the players
would agree to play more like
carefree, non-aggressive Hawaiian students.
The barefooted Hawaiian cheerleaders, who would have been in
grave danger of frost-bite had
someone left a University Arena
door open, had planned to bring
the UNM student body a large
box home-grown orchids.
. But l:lometime during the 12
hours the team and cheerleaders
waited in a Salt Lake City Airport, the airline misplaced the
gift box.
.
But the cheerleaders were in no
way unprepared. On reserve they
had native-grown pineapples
which with a kiss, or two or three,
they presented to representatives
of the UNM student body.
In return the ·Hawaiian girls,
one of whom was born on the islands and had never seen snow
before, rceived a· New Mexico lei
made of red chili-something that
many out-Of-state UNM students
may not have·experienced yet.
The group from the U of H
started the halftime show with a
peformance by Susan Cape11ette,
1967 Miss Majorette USA, to get
the crowd in the right frame of
mind.
.,
Then cheerleaders Donna Scott,
Linda Clayton, and Nancy Texiera
shed their conventional cheerleading uniforn1s ·to display br~ef
Hawaiian costumes that brought

I

I,~
Christmas?
Browse the

Ba~ket

Shop!

Locations
;/

,.Shop

Old Town Plaza
.842:-8922

- 53 IS Menaul NE
265-5951

loud cheers from the 8100 fans at
University Arena.
They then accepted and made
the presentations and displayed
what cheerleading is like in Hawaii basketball games. The per~
formances of the girls· emptied the
concourse of UNM male students
as they rushed back to their seats
to get a closer look at the action.
The Chaparrals took later booing in stride when, fully dressed,
they followed their guests in yell- ·
leading. The student body finally
settled down and accepted the
long UNM costumes, but the booing did have some effect on the
New Mexico girls.
After the game one said that
they Were seriously considering a
change in costume design for next
season.
VI

Social-life majors, take a
look at Charles Vander
Hoff. lie can't play the
guitar. Never directed
an underground
·
movie. And then
look at his ears!
A bit much? Yes I
But-~CharlesVan

dar Hoff can hear
a bottle of tart,
tingling Sprite
being opened in the
girls' dormitory
from across the
campus!
What does it
matter, you say?
Hahl Do you realize
that Charles Van
der Hoff has never
missed a party
in four years?
When he hears
those bottles
or Sprite being uncapped--the roars--the
fizzes--the bubbles--he runs! So before you
can say anti-existentialism, he's getting in
on that tart, tingling, slightly tickling taste or
Sprite. And delicious refreshment
--as well as a good time--is his.
or course, you don't have to
have ears as big as Charles Van
der Hoff's to enjoy the swinging
taste of Sprite. You may
just have to resign
yourself to a little
less social life.

Playing? ..

Still on the lighter side of
sports, you would think that UNM
football players who had won only
one to six games in their careers
at UNM would like to forget the
experience.
But not so. Some are now making their yearly round to any
likely source asking for action
pictures of themselves "playing,"

TINGLING, 1IE
JUST COULDN'T KEEP

IT QUIET.

$PRilE I$ A REOISTERUI TJIM>£.MARIIi. OF fH£ C::OCJI.C:OI.A COJolPAHV

FINAL EXAMINATION SCHEDULE
SEMESTER I, 1967-68
JANUARY 22-27, 196H
Individual students finding conflicts in this examination '!Ch"!'ule mmt notify instructors concerned.~

fore Jan 16. Any student having more than three exannnations scheduled ln any one day m:.;o...,
the instructor of the last examination listed. If notified bclore Jan. 16, the lna~ctor shall
e arrangements to give a special examination. Cm~fiicto r>riainu as a result of scheduhng out of the =~
bour•pattern& or .day-sequences must be rel!Olved by the instructor of the oft'-pattcrn cou...,, A
'"'
member who wishes to change the examination time of a course must first accurc the approval of hla
Dean who wiU then submit formal reqqeat to the Rc&'iatrar.

Reference is made to first Lecture Meeting of Class in Week*
Class Hour
Examination Day
MONDAY, JAN. 22
MorWorF
8:30
TorTh
9:30
MorWorF
12:30
TorTh
10:30
M (EVENING)
6:30, 7:00, 7:30 PM
TUESDAY, JAN. 23
MorWorF
9:30
TorTh
11:30
MorWorF
1:30
TorTh
12:30
Tu (EVENING)
6:30, 7:00, 7:30, 8:00PM
WEDNESDAY, JAN. 24
MorWorF
10:30
TorTh
1:00, 1:30
MorWorF
2:30
MorWorF
4:30
W (EVENING)
6:30, 7:00 PM
M (EVENING)
8:00PM

MorWorF
TorTh
TorTh

THURSDAY.JAN.25
11:80
8:00, 8:30
3:30
4:00, 4:30
6:30, 7:00 PM
8:00PM
7:30
2:30
3:00, 3:80

Tu or Th
. 7:30
SAT. ONLY (AtL HOURS)

~NEW MEXICO LOBO
Subscription Rates__: $4.50 per year
$2.25 per semester
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Examination Time
7:30-9:80 AM
10:00-12:00 M
12:30-2:30 PM
3:00-5:00 PM
8:00-10:00 PM
7:30-9:30 AM
10:00-12:00 M
12:30-2:30 PM
3:00-5:00 PM
8:00-10:00 PM
7:30-9:80 AM
10:00-12:00 M
12:30-2:30 PM
5:30-7:30 PM
8:00-10:00 PM
8:00-10:00 PM
7:30-9:30 AM
10:00-12:00 M
12:30-2:30 PM
5:30-7:30 PM
8:00-10:00 PM
8:00-10:00 PM

FRIDAY,'JAN. 26
7:30·9:30 AM
10:00-12:00 M
12:80-2:30 PM

SATURDAY, JAN. 27
7:30·9:30 AM
10:00-12:00 M

• ln ,. combined Lectuze-Laboratoey course, reierMe l1 to the first lecture section. ExaminatiOnl in
laboratory course;s may be gl'\lcn during the last Week of elasllea preceding the examination ·week or
during c>:amination wook at the time provided In the eebcdulc.

SPECIAL EXAMINATIONS
SATURDAY, JAN. 20
Modern and Classical Languages (all sections of
courses numbered below 300-time and place
to be announced by the instructor.)

1:00-3:00 PM
and
3:30·5:30 PM

TUESDAY, JAN. Z/J
CHEM. 101, 102, 808, 304 (ALL SECTIONS)

6:30·7:30 PM

WEDNESDAY, JAN. 24
· C.E. 202, 802 (ALL SECTIONS)
MUS ED 298 (ALL SECTIONS)

3:00-6:00 PM
3:00~6:00 PM

THURSDAY, JAN. 26
PSYCH. 101 (ALt SECTIONS)

3:00-5:00 PM
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See Differences

Clarify Purposes·:·
01 Police Board,
Jack Cairns Asks
The director of the UNM Campus Police has urged the St11dent
Affairs Committee to clarify the
purpose of a proposed policE~ com.mission presently being consider.
ed by the committee,
Jack Cairns, head of campus
security, said the position of the
· camtJus police in the University
community had to be fully understood before a ~ommission could
serve in a meaningful capacity.
"We have to make certain that
we know the difference between a
police commission and a review
board," Cairns said.
Cair~s said that the Campus
Planning Committee reviews and
revises campus parking regulations every year and sends them
to the Regents for approval.
Parking regulations have been an
issue of prime concern to UNM
students for several years.
Assqeiated Students President'
John Thorson, co-author of the.
police commission proposal with
(Continued on page 4)

A WIND-BLOWN MANTLE of white greeted UNM .students on
·campus Monday as Albuquerque recorded its first real BilOW of the
season. Skiers cut ·classes to head for the slopes, Sc~ges cursed the
filthy white stuff, and Lobo photographer Bob Pawley captured this
picture of part of the campus-a good thing, since by late Tuesday
afternoon this 1m0wfall was only a memory as temperatures warmed
enough to melt it all

Negro Study Course Asked

SPRITE, SO TART A~

MorWorF.
TorTh
MorWorF
· TorTh
Th ~EVENING)
Tu EVENING)

.

1

12/G-20.

BOOK-FIND. Special 26% diacount on aU
new and used books. Vlait the Barll&ln
:Rootn-aU books 60c, Re!:ords B!ld prints,
too. 2610 Central SE, across from Jolin·

l116'1

'

By NOOLEY REINHEARDT

FOR SALE
REBUILT T:Ra.' CaD Kuehlthau, 248-2141.

; .

'PATRONIZE LOBO ADVERTISERS

! I ' ' I . '

'The Sporting Lifo

cLASSIFIED l\J>Vl'JRTISING MTES:,
cmuot
line ,~.. ll&f,-' thil•~ •:r.oo. I1111ertlo11o
1M! aulml t!,ab;v noon on day before
159, Student Publlea·
PubiiCiltlon to
tiona BuUdl..., or telephone 277-COOZ Ql'
271·6101,

,

Mond•f• lJeeember

By BOB STOREY
A movement to get the UNM
American Studies department to
teach a course on the Amel'ican
Negro may be ill-fated from the
beginning because the Unitersity
already has a course on race and
cultural relations dealing primarily with the Negro,
The campaign to get such a
course became public this. week
when a letter signed by six UNM
students was sent to American
Studies Chairman George W.
Arms, Academic Vice-President
Ferrel Heady, and The Lobo.
The Sociology department already has a course titled "Race
and Cultural Relations," taught
this semester by Asst. Prof. Lois
C. Dilatush. Professor Dilatush
said the course, Sociology 316,
teaches the American Negro's
history, culture, and the history
leading up to the present racial
crisis.

Stars Dorothy lamour

'Hello, Dolly'
Here Next M.onth
Dorothy Lamour trades in her
legendary sarong for "Hello, Dolly's" turn of the century bustle
here next munth when the musical opens at the UNM Conce:JOt
Hall.
Performances were originally
scheduled at 8:15 p.m. Jan. 11
and 12, but have been extended to
an extra day to · handle the overflow of reservations which have
been made.
"Hello, Dolly" is the biggest hit
ever produced by David Merrick,
who has produced more hits than
any other producer dead or aliv.e,
The show has provided entertainment for :millions of people
and in North America alone it
has grossed over $85 million.
The show's title song has become a part of America's musical
history and has been 'recorded by
almost every popular singer including; the legendary touis Armstrong.
Tickets are priced at $6.50,
$5.50, $4.50 and $8.60 per seat and
are available by mail from the
Concert Hall or at the hall box
dtltce.

The letter asking for a course chairman of the sociology departon the Negro was signed by UNM _ment,.J;!aid_t!te c_ourse,was includ$tudent Kennl!th -T. · Gi&.!Oirant:r-" eiJ In the socioiogy curriculum :for
co-signed by John Thorson, several years. What goes into the
ASUNM P
president,
E. course
depends
"Perky"
e r k in s, Leroy
Sterling
ing it, be
said. on who was teach-

No.' 51

ystem .

. By GREG MACALEESK
'l'be sl;!cond . speaker. at The
Black ~ower is a respomse to Forum· was UNM graduate stu.
an intolerable situation, Dr. M. dent Joe Long.
J. Lunine ·of li'-isk University de"Time has run out," Long said.
clared during a UNM Forum dis- "We
can't negotiate any more ..•
cussion Monday iri the Union negotiation
is dead."
Theater.
.
"The black man is made to fellr ·
· "Black Power is an indictment that he is alone in his struggle
against the U.S. political syste111. . . • but the world is with us/'
It is an indictment against the Long continued, "The b~ack man
American way of life. It pictures ·is polarized. He is alienated by
it as shallow, deceitful, and ra- white men."
cist," he said.
.
. Long went on to say that DeDr. Lunine, a history professor troit, Newark, and Watts were
and honors program director at not riots, but "revolutions against
Fisk University, a major Negro the
"The system is dead
university in Nashville, Tenn., . • system."
.
socialism
. will replace the
said that there is no single def- system," Long said.
inition for Black Power.
He also said that dinner-table
He cited ·two basic elements conversation would not get the
of Black Power: a basic need for job done: "We need action, not
some sense of respect in . the words." Long said that not only
black man, and the self-detennin- would black men fight in the
ation of the black masses.
!!oming confrontation, but so
Dr. Lunine said that there is would dissident whites. During
a new mood in black students. the · question•and-answer period
He read ex:erpts from essays writ- following the two speeches, one
ten by honors students at Fisk Negro member of the audience>
University. One· said, "Historicexception to Long's stateally, we resented our color be- took
ment
about
white participation in
cause that's what the white man the revolution.
"When the gaunt..
wanted us to do. But now the let is thrown down, will whites
Negro has re-evaluated himself." side with blacks? I doubt it.
Another student called for the
it becomes a question be·
freeing of black minds from When
tween
races,
most white men will
white brainwashing. "When a fight with their
race," the man
black man asserts his maleness, said. "And will most blacks
he becomes controversial," a third fight? I think only the most miliessay said,
tant will," he continued,
"Communication and compensa"I believe in momentum," was
tion are impossible," Dr. Lunine Long's
only answer.
said. "Black Power is still local60 people, mostly white,
About
ized, but time is running out."
attended The Forum.

* Brown
**
--H.. Ra!'
!::::

***

MIf•t:a nt power Advocate
caIIs ror
r Revo Iut•IOnarres
.
,•

The course's previous teacher
·
Nichols,, Ben Monroe, and Jame~;~
A.• Martmo.
dealt with Spanish~American re'It
is
ou~
feel!~g
that
a
col!rse
lations
of study mvolvmg the Afr1can .
' and
. ar!Other teacher based
.
cultural background, the histori- 1t el!:clus1vely on the Negro, sa1d
By WAYNE CIDDIO
cal evolution of the Negro as an Mrs. Dilatush.
chairman of the Student NonH.
Rap Brown, in a taped Violent Coordinating Committee
element of American society, the
Dr. Tomasson said he would
speech played at Monday's Stu- (SNCC) and has been one of the
economic and social forces of the
Negro environment would con- teach the course in summer dents for a Democratic Society most militant participants in
tribute significantly to our pres- school this year and would also (SDS) meeting, called for the aid America's black-power moveent understanding...." the letter speciali.ze in the treatment of the of revolutionaries in the libera- ment. The speech was made resaid.
tion movements of the "dis- cently at SDS's National GuardNegro aspect of cultural rela- possessed
Americans:"
ian Conference on the Third
Mrs. Dilatush said that she felt .tions.
Brown,
from
World.
that the course as she teaches it
"Black people in America are
fulfills all the requirements listed
not talking about equality anyin the letter. She does not cover
more, they are talking about
the African background because
freedom.
We will get freedom by
she feels that it would compliany
means
necessary. We don't
cate the course too much, she
need liberals in our movement, .
said.
we need revolutionaries," Brown~•
The course is devoted almost
said.
entirely to the Negro and his re"The movement is not just a
lation to America, but she also
black
movement, but a movement
includes discussion on other minof
all
dispossessed Americans.
ority groups including he contemThe
black
people happen to be
porary developments of Spanishof the movement
the
vanguard
American relations.
because we are the most disposTextbooks used in her class insessed/' Brown said.
clude "Race, Class, and Power"
Brown continued that the
by Ray Mack; Charles Silver~
power structure of the United
man's "Crisis in Black and
States serves the ruling class
White"; Malcolnr X's autobioand thus makes everyone outgraphy, and Ralt~h Allison's "The
side of the elite members of the
Invisible Man."
(Continued on page 4)
Gibson said last night that he
was not aware that the sociology
department's course studied the
Tickets on Sale
Negro in such detail, but said
that he feels ··that the course
could not be expanded and broad.
ened.
~---"
Gibson also criticized the pre.
requisites for the 816 course and
suggested that .a· Negro professor
Comedian Bill Cosby, who was
might teach it.
one of Temple University's. most
Professor Arms, the American
promising gridders until he deStudies chairman, said that he
cided he would ratte.- tackle show
business, will run rampant on the
thought that the students' idea
was a good one, but that he felt
stage of University Arena Jan. 6.
the course offered in the sociology
The local appearance is being
sponsored by the Popular Enter-·
d'lpartment would satisfy their
requests .
tainment Committee of the UNM
Associated . Students. Tickets are
. "This is a very int'lresting atld
RON NELSON"goes up for two points from outside the key in on sale at the UNM Fine Arts
vital subject," he said, "and we first-half
action against Loyola of Los Angeles Monday night at Uni- ticket office and· at Reldling's
could possibly get a seminar in versity Arena.
The 77-76 Lobo win marked Coach Bob King's tOOth Music Co., downtown.
American Studies on the Ameri- victory since coming
UNM. Tuesday was declared a day of rest
here with Cosby will
can Negro, but it would have to and celebration for thetoLobos;
who ue now 7-0 this season (See story be Appearing
be in the future." ·
.
The
Watts
108rd St. Rhythm·
p, 3), Practiees resumed today in preparation for Friday night's enDr. Richard F'. Tomasson, eounter with Creighton University at the Arena. (Photo by Pawley) Band, Dolores Hall and Jackie
Lee plus singers and dancers. •
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Cosby to Appear
In U. Arena Jan. 6
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